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Conan O'Brien's Right-Hand
Man to Speak at NSU Event
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Adventure Series in
Deep Sea Fishing

By Taylor Anne Williams
Graduate Assistantfar Student Media and Marketing

Whether drumming for Bruce
Springsteen's E Street Band or serving as Conan O'Brien's comic foil, Max
Weinberg is a world-class performer'.
This musical talent has been listed as
best drummer in both Playboy'.s pop
and jazz music poll and Rolling Stone's
Critics poll. Today, NSU welcomes
Weinberg to share the adventures of a
· show business career when he speaks
with Dr. Mark Cavanaugh at Life 101.
Life 101 will be hosted in the
Alfred and Rose fyliniaci Performing
Arts Center tonight, December 6, at 7
p.m. Weinberg will spend forty-five
minutes in a conversational setting,
· and another fifteen minutes answering questions from the audience.
Guests will also have the opportunity
to meet the musician at a catered reception following Life 101. Tickets
are free for NSU students, and are still
available at Rosenthal Student Center, the Health Professions Division,
or the Shepard Broad Law Center.

Weinberg's vast
life experience reads more
like a New York City
menu than ·a . resume.
Bruce Springsteen called
upon his services for fifteen years during the
height of the singer's
popularity. After leaving
the E Street Band,
Weinberg .joined the cast
of a new NBC program,
"Late Night with Conan
O'Brien." Both the host
and his counterpart have
grown in popularity since
the shows' debut on September 13, 1993. The
Max Weinberg Seyen, the
band led by its namesake, .
even released a self-titled Photo courtesy of http://www.drummerworld.com
CD in 2000.
,I
Life 101 begins tonight at 7 · tion regarding tickets, the event or the
p.m., but audience members should be reception, call (9 54) 262-7295. For
seat~d by 6:50. The receptio~ will be more information about Max
held from 8 p.m. till 9. For informa/. Weinberg, visit www.nbc.com.
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Dear NSU Community,
On a college campus, you can't help but
use a lot of paper. There are always shipments
or other things (pizza, anyone?) that come in
cardboard boxes, and the number of soda cans
used on campus in a year could probably build
an aluminum Taj Mahal in front of the library.
Being as college students are typically
represented as being at least somewhat environmentally conscious and socially savvy, you
would think we'd be a little bit better at recy- "
cling.
Sure, we have the occasional big, blue
recycle bins that can be seen in the hallways,
the NATURE club has recycle boxes at all of
their' recycle even ts, and I'm sure I glimpsed a
little office bin somewhere at some time (but
don't ask me where). We've also got that nice
row of recycling bins outside of the entrance
to the H orvitz building. However, every time
I pass one .of the blue bins, it's full of trash
rather than recyclables, students seem to like
to drop used paper plates (not recyclable,
people) in NATURE's boxes, and I doubt that
anyone on campus is going to march themselves
to Horvitz from Parker or Goodwin just to
drop a pizza box and a plastic 2-litre Coke
bottle into the appropriate canisters.
All of this is rather unsurprising to me,
considering that on the few occasions that I've
inquired into the lack of recycle bins or complained aloud (generally to myselt) that there's
. always trash in the bins, I've been told by more
than one member of the faculty and administration that it all goes to the same place anyway. Although we do have a department that
is in charge of recycling at NSU, we don't see
much of it. If that's the case, then it doesn't
matter if we attempt to recycle on campus or
. h::>
not,ng
t.
Wrong. There are plenty of things that
we as students can do that don't involve searching out a blue bin that's not full of candy bar
wrappers. When your c·omputer decides to
glitch up and you end up printing out that five
page lab report twice, don't just throw it away;
you can always take notes on it, use it for scratch
paper, or flip it over and print a rough draft
of something else on it later. Plastic bags from
the supermarket can be ·used as can liners for
that itty-bitty little trash can under the desk in
your dorm room instead of buying liners, or
you can always just take th~m back to Publix
next time you go; most stores have a bin out
front where you can put your plastic grocery
bags.
If you live off campus, your neighborhood or apartment building may have a comprehensive recycling program. If you're not
sure
about . this,
V1S1t
http://
www.broward.org/ iwi02800.htm to see what
programs are available near you.
Feel
free
to
email
nsunews@nsu.nova.edu with any questions,
comments, or additional ideas you'd like to
share in a future issue.
Sincerely,

~
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NS,U Even.t s c .a le ndar
12/06/04-12/12/04

12/6 - life 101,...,. Max Wei:n berg
7:00 p.m. Rose & Alfred Mi1niaci Center
1

M,onday N,ig:h t FootbaH
9·:00 p.m. Fl:ight Deck
•

I

12/7 - Pearl H·a rbor Ramembrance Day
12/8 - 3rd Annua:I san,ior Prom
6:00 p.,m.. to 8:00 p.m., RoliHng H'iills Resort/Hotel ,

I

"H-ebrew Ha.m,mer" Screeni:ng
5:30 p.m. Fl:ight Deck
· · 12/9 - Fat~ Play: U.S. Drag (12/09 thru 12/10)
7:00 p.m. Holilywood M·a·ilman Auditorium
•

i

12/10 - Procrast-a-,Ni te
7:00 p.,,m... 11 :.00 p.m. Flight Deck

to

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

If you·would l,ike to have your event added to this
weekly events calendar, please send your
subm1issions to nsunews@nova.edu

'---------------------~---~---~----'
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Futurist Filmed ·at NSU for
Unique Documentary Film

Rafla Chodhry
News Editor

By Greg Kriakakis

Steff Writer
Documentary :fihnmaker William Gazecki and futurist Jacque
Fresco filmed a segment for the
upcoming documentary, The Future
~ Design, at the Alvin Sherman Library, Research, and Information
Technology Center on November
.,.
19. Gazecki cli.ose Fresco for his
latest film because "he has a unique
vision" for the futt;ire, and he hopes
to show his finished work in theaters and on television. A small audience of NSU students and faculty were able to interact with the
futurist, all of which was filmed for
Futurist Jacque Fresco explains his vision for the future as a documentary
the documentary.
crew films. Photo by Greg Kyriakakis.
While cameras rolled,
Fresco described his vision of the . probletI!_s are technical, not po- pany. He has authored various
society of the future, which hinges litical, and that "we don't need books and articles for nmneron the structure of the city. Entire politicians." Fresco wants a new ous publications, and has an
cities will be constructed at one direction for the world, but says
impressive number of inventime, rather than building by bw}d- · that "the system has to collapse"
tions and designs patented. ing, as to provide for a solid infra" in order for that complete change The Venus Project and the
structure. More intelligent planning to occur. This includes moving to
non-profit Future by Design,
will also be implemented. For ex~ a resource-based economy in Fresco's research projects, enample, instead of constructing new which everything is shared and
able him to study global issues
roads to alleviate heavy traffic, work money does not exist. Science and and provide solutions.
schedules will be better organized technology will be used to solve
Gazecki is . an Acadto ensure employees do not clock problems, rather ·than to create
emy Award nominated filni.out at the same time. As the global · weapons systems which he called maker, who has also been prepopulation increases, cities will con- "extensions of human ignosented with the International
tinue to move upward to accom- ranq:." In Fresco's vision of the Documentary Association's
modate everyone.
'
future, those who build bombs are Distinguished Documentary
Fresco talked about influ- "jackasses, not scientists."
Achievement Award. His most
ences that are guiding the direction
Fresco has held a number recent works include the crime
of a world culture. "In the future, of important professional ·posidocumentary Reckless Indifferyou will pledge allegiance to the tions, including research engineerence, and an investigation into
earth;' rather than to a single na'... ing and consultant positions, and electronic voting, Invisible Baltion. He believes that the world's created the Revel Plastics-· Comlots.
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Undergraduate Students Take to the Amazon
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By Dr. Barbara Brodm.an
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Global Awareness Institute
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This year, as you walk around the
NSU campus and hear the words
"weeds. and seeds," you won't be listening to a conversation about gardening. You'll be hearing students and faculty talking about NSU's exciting programs in the Peruvian Amazon. For
four years, students from the NSU
College of Pharmacy have traveled to
Iquitos, Peru to participate in a series
of unique workshops on medicinal
plants and natural medicine. In 2005,
a two-week undergraduate studyGroup of students during trip to the Amazon. Photo courtesy ·
abroad experience will be introduced
of Dr. Barbara Brodman
in the Amazon as well. While in the
Amazon, students attend seminars at gram for students is a five-day jour- Fort Lauderdale-based
the National Institute for Traditional · ney down the Amazon River to visit non-profit organization
Medicine (IMET) and the National tribes of Bora, Huitoto, and Yagua dedicated to developing
University of the Peruvian Amazon's Indians, and to lodge at the gallery medicinal plants of the
· Ip.stitute of Research (UNAP /HAP). of int~mationally renowned artist, Amazon as a sustainable
Inaddition, they attend sessions with Francisco Grippa.
· industry. Founder, Dr. Bar-'
. internationally-known
shaman
.·
The program is hosted by hara Brodman, Professor of
· Rossana Nascimento and participate · the Global Awareness Institute, a Humanities at the NSU
in exc;ursions to museums, marketplaces, the local zoo, and a nearby
butterfly farm: A highlight of the pro-

Please See AMAZON
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By Karen Warmuth
Coordinatorfor A dmissions/ 5 tudent Affairs

Health Professlo,ns Division

HPD ·.Happenings

In order to alleviate any confusion, I
would like to clarify the HPD policy regarding food in the auditoriums. Basically,
no food or drinks are allowed in the auditoriums at all. When a student group
needs to schedule a meeting, and they
would like to have refreshments, they
should request orie of the rooms to the
right. The Academic and Special Events
Coordinator, Ms. April Mitchison, will try
to schedule you in either the specific room
you request, or_a similar one from the box
if the room you want is already reserved.
On November 29, 2004, the Health
Professions Division Student Government
Association met for its regular meeting. Dr.
Robert Oller, Dr. Sandi Scott-Holman,
and Ms. April Varner from the Student
Health Center addressed the students regarding issues that had been brought up
regarding health center services. They reported that, in order to speed up service
for patients, they would be scheduling student immunizations with additional staff
members, scheduling referrals the same day,
and allowing students to download regis_tration forms so they could have them
filled out prior to their appointments. A

brief discussion on medical records procedures followed. D r. Oller thanked the
students for their input and asked them
to contact either Varner or Dr. ScottHolman with any problems.
The American Medical Student Association (AMSA) sponsored an Ethics
Round Table on November 30. Dr. Alina
Perez posed the question: What do you
do if a preceptor asks you to do something unethical while you are on your clinical rotations? Approximately 40 students
attended this lively discussion.
U pcoming Events:
The Health Professions Division Student Government Association will be
sponsoring Bagel Breaks during the first
two weeks of December for students
who will be studying for their final exams. A light snack of bagels, fruit, and
coffee will be available for students to
enjoy without having to leave the HPD
while they are studying. Exact dates of
the Bagel Breaks will be announced shortly.
The-first-year class of the College
of Osteopathic Medicine will be hosting
a Bake Sale on December 6 from 9:00

a.m. - 11:00 p.m. in the Assembly BuildIf you would like to add an
ing Atrium.
event to the HPD H appenings colThe College of Osteopathic Medi- .umn, please contact Karen Warmuth
cine Student Government Association will at warmuthk@nsu.nova.edu.
-,
be meeting on December 8 from 5:00 5:30 p.m. in the Morris Auditorium.
Terry Building:

Room 1144S (Private Dining Room)
Room 1144N (Main cafeteria)
Room 1201
Room 1247
Room 1393
Room 1563
Terry Foyer

160 people
300 people
12people
50 people
30 people
15 people
200 people

Library/Lab Building: Room 3203
Room3204
Room3205 .
Room3207
Room3321
Medical Foyer
Oinic Building:

30people
35 people
30people
15 people
15 people
200 people

Room4273Room4369

25 people
40people

Assembly Building: Room 2123
Room2124
Room2125

25 people
25 people
15 people

University Park Plaza: UPP North# 108
ILTRoom119
UPP South # 515
UPP South 516
515 & 516 can be combined to hold 80 people

55people
120 people
50people
50people

;

NSU Tampa Keeps Busy with Fundraisers.and Socials
By Leighanne Smith
GA & Coordinator of Student Affairs@ NSU-Tampa

.T he Tampa Student E ducational
Center has been a busy place the past
few months. Together with the Fort
Lauderdale campus, we were able to
put together some very successful
events.
In October, the Student Activities Office coordinated a Teddy Bear
Drive with the Office of Volunteerism
and the School of Psychology. The
Tampa site collected 185 stuffed animals to help the Children's Service
Fund. A huge thank you goes to Susan Sheridan, a facilitator for the
speech-language pa,thology program at
· the Tampa site.
Tampa's next successful event
was National Denim Day, which took
place October 8. With the help of Liz
Harbaugh, IOC Chair, and Steven
Hernandez, Lambda Theta Phi President, NSU was able to raise $670 for
the Susan Kamen Breast Cancer Foundation. National Denim Day is an annual event sponsored by Lee Jeans,
where 100 percent of _the proceeds
collected go to research for finding a
cure for breast cancer. H arbaugh and
H ernandez held a raffle at the main
campus and raised the bulk of the donation ($570). The Inter-.Organizational Council of the Student Government Organization and the Beta
Gamma Chapter of Lambda Theta Phi
sponsored the raffle. The Beta Gamma
Chapter of Lambda T~eta Phi provided over $150 worth of prizes, including ' DVD players, boom bo~es,

and CD carrying cases. S&R Processing also made a $50 donation, the larg·est single donation collected. Tampa
SEC raised $100 by just giving out
pink ribbons and asking for donations.
Furthermore, all of the staff
showed their support by wearing jeans
on October 8. Leighanne Smith, Coordinator of Student Activities at the
Tampa site, organized and oversaw
the events. This is the second year she
has participated in National Denim
Day, and she plans to participate in
the years to come. Please feel free to
contact her at_smith@nsu.nova:edu
if _you would like to help next year.
She would also like to thank everyone who made a donation, but most
of all to tha"se that helped raise such
a gigantic amount of money ... Thank
you!
The Student Activities and
Leadership Development office of
the Tampa Student Educational Center has been planning some exciting
events for December. O n December
6, there will be a Holiday Social for
all students, staff, and. instructors at
the Tampa site. The social will begin
at 5:30, and will be a night of socialization and holiday traditions. The final event of the year will be a night
of laughter and fun at Side Splitters
Comedy Club in Tampa on Friday,
December 17 at the 8:00 p.m. show.
This night allows all NSU students,
employees, friends and families to en-

*You can
ter the club for only a $2.00 admission fee (whereas, it is usually
$12.00). The headliner is Mike
Lucas, a sharp, hilarious comedian.
T he MC is veteran comedian
Maurice Jovan, co-host of Sunday
Night Cheap Date Movie of the
Week on WB-32.
If you would like to go, here is
what to do:
1) Call Side Splitters Comedy
Club, (813) 960-1197; say you're with
the "Giles party," and reserve a seat.
We have got reservations for 20, so call
now to make sure you will have a spot.
2) Note that a two-item purchase
is required in the showroom. Drinks
bought at the bar do not count.
3) Note also that this is a nonsmoking show. Smoking 'is permitted
in the bar, but not in the show room.
4) Meet at the entrance to Side
Splitters at 7:30 p.m. We need to enter
together_to sit together.
Here is the location:
Side Splitters Comedy Club
12938 N. Dale Mabry Highway
(southwest corner of Dale Mabry
and Fletcher, Cascades Shopping
Plaza, behind Chili's and Windy City
Pizza), Tampa, FL 33618
To call for directions if you get
lost, contact (813) 960-1197

be a p;a rt of
th:e Knight,
too ...
·... by beco·ming
a Kn-i1ghtwriter
tod ay.
1

Th:ere is n:o
full-time
commitment,
we pay $30
per p-ublish,ed
feature.
1

Email
ns11news@aova.edu
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Left: Valerie Bates and Jessica Boyd of NATURE Club at aa outreach day on campus. Right: Shelly Haines, L-ai.Jren Adamczyk, and Mike Marrow from NATUREat the
shelter delivering donations. Photos courtesy ofShelly Haines.

~urricane Relief for the Animals Brings Aid to
our Furry Friends
By Shelly Haines
President of Nature Club

Several hurricanes have dev- Animals" to benefit The Humane So-·
astated Florida this past hurricane sea- c~ety of Broward County (HSBC).
son. Extraordinary relief-efforts were
Why a shelter in Broward since
implemented for those people hardest this area was not hit by the hurricanes?
hit, who were desperately in need of The Humane Society of Broward
food, water, shelter, and medical at- County goes far beyond the call of
tention, but in the midst of the chaos~ duty by helping other shelters and anithe animals were forgotten. Some were mals statewide. When Charley hit,
left behind by their owners to fend for HSBC was off to Tampa to help free
themselves. Others could not go with up their shelter space so it could be
their owners to evacuation centers. used to house strays and other lost pets
Hundreds were dropped off at animal pos_t-storm. They brought over 80
shelters, and experienced their last liv- dogs and cats of all shapes and sizes
ing days during both pre- and post- to their shelter. These new animals sehurricane rimes. Many other pets were verely tightened up shelter space and
displaced and lost after the storm.
used up resources. This scenario was
In resp~nse to these hurricanes repeated for each hurricane that hit
that devastated our animal comrtm- Florida's coast. HSBC assisted various
nity, NATURE and Alpha Phi Omega shelters around the state and found
set forth "Hurricane Relief for the

homes for more than 100 hurricane
animal victims.
The Humane Society of
Broward County is a private, non-profit
organization that is supported 100 percent by donations from people and
companies that want to help homeless
animals. Because of the continued support and generosity from the community, HSBC has become nationally recognized for their outstanding operations and for showing compassion to
both animals and shelters in need.
The Animal Relief Drive took
place on the main campus and within
the.local community. Thanks to the Office of Volunteerism, drop-off stations
were set up around the main campus
to collect canned food, bedding, toys,

and treats. Additionally, outreach
work was done during homecoming
week and generous donations from
NSU students, faculty, staff, and from
the Wal-Mart in Sunrise were received.
A little over 100 canned food items,
boxes of yummy treats, several fun
toys, and bedding materials for
Florida's homeless animal friends were
collected during the drive.
For more information on how
to get involved with endevours such
as this, contact Shelly Haines, President . · of
NATURE
Club
shaines@nova.edu._
For more information on the
Humane Society of Broward County,
please visit Humane Broward at
http://:www.humanebroward.com.
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Smart Holiday Financial
Tips for The Gift Giver

Caroline Cullen
Knightlife Editor

By Laura George
Contributing Writer

It is that time of year again,
when all start to worry about how we
are going to buy all the gifts for our
family and friends.
What most people tend to forget during the holiday season is where
the money will come from. Even more
important, though, is being able to
have enough money to accomplish the
act of gift-giving without "maxing"
one's credit or their savings.
First, start by setting money
aside! Presuming this step has been
forgotten until now, it is still not too
late to establish funds for this project.
Begin this week by taking $20 from
each paycheck and setting it aside. By
the end of your shopping season, you
will have a little bit of extra to use for
gifts. If that is not enough, then pick a
higher amount from your check. Another way to help make your funds
grow is to take half of the change from
your pockets daily and add that to your
funds. It may seem like a small amount
when you do so, but it will add up
quickly.
Be creative with gift giving!
Consider giving homemade gifts instead of store-bought gifts. This can

be baked goods, poetry, arts &
crafts, a free night of babysitting,
or even creating coupons that are
good for services offered by you
throughout the year. Remember, it
is always easy to buy a gift, but it is
harder to give a gift from the heart,
although those are often the ones
that are most appreciated.
Many families or "friend"
families are quite large; thus; a
"child-only" gift exchange is also
appropriate. Children always love
gifts, and most parents are made
happier by seeing their children's
happy faces at the holidays than
worrying about the gifts they receive
themselves.
If you really wish .to buy
gifts, then consider p~ce shopping.
Oftentimes, .spending a few minutes to do this will save you as
much as 50 percent on the price of
the gift. Consider using reputable
Internet websites: especially those
that a) are well known, and b) offer
secure services to protect your personal information.
If you must use credit, then
set a specific amount that you know

you can pay off when the bill
arrives. By shopping with this
amount in mind, it will help
·to curb the possibility of overspending. It is also important
to remer'i:iber that if charges to
the credit card are not paid off
right away, then interest will
be added to your debt. Thus,
the a:mount you paid for the
gifts on the credit card, if not
paid on time, will actually be
more costly than if the gifts
were simply paid for in cash.
It is very easy to become both mentally and financially stressed at this time of
year. However, it only takes a
few moments to stop and
think about appropriate budgeting for gift giving. Once this
step has been completed, your
gift-giving stress will be relieved, and you will" also be
able to enjoy the season in financial peace.
Happy Holidays!

Study Tips to Avoid Final E_
x am Madness
Six ·easy guidelines could save your sanity and your hair
By Alaina Siminovsky
Arts & Entertainment Editor

1. Start E arfy: Starting early
· sounds like a ludicrous tip for college students, most of whom will
wait until the last minute to start
preparing for their exarI:1:S. Bui: contrary to popular belief, starting
early does not mean what most
students think it does. Instead of
starting a week or so early to read
over the required texts, starting
early cart simply mean to start organizing early.
Photo courtesy ofhttp://www.artsci.wustl.edu/rvattweb/washUSoa/
2. Get Organized: · Get your
freshpage/GM/MarksTay/or/
books together. If you loaned a
book to a friend, start asking for it about the dass. Studying with a ample, you may need to read
back at least a week in advance. Put friend will help answer questions. over all of these aspects, so
all of your class notes in order. The However, if your friend is behind make a list saying so. Instead
last thing you want to be doing when in the class, studying with them will of getting overwhelmed by
you sit _down to· study (at the last help them a lot but only help you seeing that you need to skim
minute) is to attempt to find every- slightly; for example, teaching your over 1000 pages of reading,
friend the material may help you you'll see that you'll only have
thing from the last eight weeks.
3. Ask Questions-. If you are un- review, but will not help you gain . three things to do.
6. Be Realistic: Wh_en
. sure of ·the exam format or have al- knowledge of the information you
ready begun studying and have ques- either forgot to look over or do not cramming, there is no way that
you will retain _1 00% of the
tions about the material, ask your pro- understand.
5. Don't Get Ovenvhelmed: Mak- information that you read.
fessor ahead of time.
4 . Stu.fy with afriend: If both you ing a list will help you from getting Since this is the reality, focus
and a friend have already prepared, or overwhelmed. If you know that the on information that" you may
are on the same level in a class, ~tudy exam will be drawn from your class not know as well and get to
together. Often we forget somet:hµig notes, reading assignments, and know it better.
that another person will remember · quizzes, make note of this. For ex-
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1
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africans
angels
bells
black
blessings
blue
candles
candy cane
carols
charity
cheer ·

christ
christmas.
compassion
· · confide nee
december
faith
family
festival
· forgiveness
. .
giving
green .

hanukkah
happiness
holidays
_honor
.

JOY

kinara
kwanzaa
love
· magical .
melody
menorah ·

-

· need
.
nine
peace
pearl harbor
presents ·
red
sacrifice
season
seven
shamus
special

spirit
swahili unity
winter
wishes ·
worship
wreath
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AMAZON
(continued from paf!e 3)

Global Awareness Institute, dedicated to developing medicinal plants of the Amazon, hosts
a program that allows students to partake in a five-day journey down the Amazon River
College of Arts and Sciences, explained that medicinal plants can provide the basis for a network of sustainable industries that will create
jobs .and income for residents of the
region while, at the same time, teaching them that saving the rainforest is
essential to both their personal wellbeing now and the future. Destroying the rainforest will eliminate those
opportunities forever. "It is GAI's
mission as a nop.-profit organization
- and my personal quest - to help
prevent our reaching a point of no
return in the next few years; an outcome that is all too probable if we
don't act now," explains Brodman. To

that end, GAI has brought groups of be duplicated in the classroom. The
university students , to Iquitos since students describe that the experience
1999. "Once they have seen and ex- they enjoy the most arid will always
perienced the rainforest, most students remember is the warm and friendly
become deeply committed to saving people oflquitos, and everyone claims
it," said Brodman. "That is the other they will come back someday to reside of our mission: to create a legion new old friendships."
of young leaders and professionals
The thirty-five students and
worldwide whose values and visions faculty who participated· in the 2004
reflect a genuine commitment to sav- program on GAI's 75-acre reserve and
ing this beautiful planet of ours."
research center in Iquitos are already
Dr. Dean.Arneson, of the NSU passing the word to others. 2004 pai:College of Pharmacy, explained that ticipant Jackie Sauve pointed out that
"students who have participated in the "a trip to the Amazon to spend two
program have developed a better un- weeks in the heart of the Peruvian
derstanding and a deeper appreciation rainforest is a once-in-a-lifetime opof the culture of Peru. They realize portunity. . .. I now have a much
how impor- . deeper and profound appreciation for
tant
the the rainforest and our planet as a
rainforest is whole. I understand the dire position
to the envi- that we as a population have put our
ronmental planet in, and through this trip, I have
health of the . learned several ways that I can help to
world. improve our situation. I have made
... They en- friends for life, I have made memories
joy the expe- that I will cherish forever, and I hope
rience of be- many others will get the chance to exing in a living perience the amazing adventure our
laboratory group had this year."
and describe
Another 2004 student,
it as an edu- Michelle Walker, points out that the
. cational ex- experience is one that stays with stuperience that dents long after they return from Peru.
Students wander through the Amazon. Photo courtesy of Dr.
could never "I am eager to share what I learned

during my time ih the jungle," said
Michelle. "Before I graduate in May, I
will have written at least forty pages
on my experiences and done a mini. mum of three separate presentations
to different audiences. Of course, I
will also brag about my experiences to
frie11ds and family (and whoever else
is willing to listen). Thank you for providing me with this amazing opportunity._I'd do it again in a heartbeat."
For Professor Brodman, the
motivation for these programs is
simple: "Just when you think that hope
is running out for the planet~ you meet
students like those we've hosted in the
Amazon, and you rejoice."
The 6-credit, undergraduate
study-abroad experience will be offered in the first spring/ summer term
of 2005. Attendance at two on-campus orientation sessions is also required. Students will reside in the
Amazon from May 14 to May 28. In
addition to tuition, the fee for the study
abroad experience is $2,500, which
includes all air and land travel, excur- .
sions, lodging, and most 1!1eals. For
more information on this exciting, educational adventure, contact: Professor
Barbara Brodman, (954) 262-8205,
Parker
301,
or
e-mail
brodman@nova.edu. ·

Barbara Broe/man
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Princess ·Diana Resurre·cted
·in Museum of Art Exhibition
By Nicolle Garber
Stef.f Writerr

A humongous
black and white
poster of Princess
Diana, smiling . an
ever so elegant and
subdued smile, hung
upon the plain cement
wall of the Museum
of Art in downtown
Fort Lauderdale,
where the museum
hosted an exhibit for
the late Princess
Diana of Wales, en..:
titled "Diana, A CelPhoto Courtesy ofArts and Exhibition International, Inc
ebration."
The museum dedicated
its massive space to Diana, Diana's family lineage, which were report cards. Two large screens
whose death . was greatly projected onto the walls. The played home videos on a large wall,
mourned in the year of 1997 in Althorp family, from which Diana where crowds gathered . On
a horrifying car ctash. The ex- descended, was presented first. screen, Diana was seen in herbalhibit follows her life from birth Paintings of the women who let outfit, dancing with poise and
to her regal rise and then to her made the ''Althorp" name presti- grace, and then, with her long scarf
agonizing death. Details of her gious hung in glass cases, along in hand, she started dancing like a
life, her accomplishments, her with some of their jewelry - large · crazed cheerleader while moving
wedding, and her legacy were ruby, sapphire, and diamond the scarf in her hands around her
showcased.
adornments glittering against the neck, through her legs and in the
air. Such silliness shows the humor
Inside the museum, films fabric on which they lay.
of Diana as a child played beThe second room held she retained despite her demandhind the front desks where objects from her childhood: hand- ing environment.
masses awaited to buy ticketsJ 9 written notes from school to her
At the end of the room, a
enter the event. Large white mother and · father; home videos small opening led to a tiny hallway
marble stairs led to the second of her dancing, swimming, and that held pictures of Diana and
floor, where a blue, velvet-like playing with her siblings; her · Prince Charles; in them, Diana
wall sectioned the event off from school uniform, displayed- classy
the rest of the museum. Upon and proper - with ·large buttons
entering the exhibit, the masses and a royal coat of arms embroiPage 16
were greeted with details of dered on the chest; and toys and

Please See DIANA

A Sneak Peak During the
Rehearsal ·ot OS 'o rag
By Melanie Denny
Distribution Manager

Under the direction of Ken
Benjamin, the actors in the performance of US. Drag rehearse
in the Mailman Auditorium for
hours at a time. Come and support the NSU actors at their performances on December 10 and
11at 7:00 p.m. in the Mailman
Hollywood Building. The Knight
gbt a sneak preview of some of
the scenes from the highly anticipated play. Murder and mayhem rule the day in New York
City ... or do they?

Athena Va/ere, Domingo Llanos, Lauren Adamczyk,, Mike Thomas,
Robyn Shapilo, and Zachary Kane take a group shot after rehearsal for
U.S.Drag. Not shown, Tara cardinal, Shawn Webster. Photo by ·
· Melanie Denny
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'i Alaina Siminovsky
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Cut, Color, or
C:h,em,icalily .A lter:
Th.e u·ntold Va,tue of
Ha,i.r
When things are entirely out 0.f «i,:bll:trol
in our lives., the stjgmatizeld way fi0· Gope is to
eut ourselves. Tltere have been. television specials on this topic for years. Even fictionali:zed TV pro.gr~ms 'champion this issue, attempting to tell their audiences that there is a
better way "deal" '!;here is, in £act, a safer way
to cope. "Don't cut," they say; "cut what?'' I
say. There are plenty of ways to cope without'
hurting oneself; for example, today, when many
people fael out of control, fhey manipulate
their hair. . . This is the tmtold story of hair.
Often thotrght of a~ simply another
accessory, hair is much more imp01:tant than
most of us care to think of - uncii ifs gone,, or
at ,l east thinning. Most of us treat it as ,just
something on our heads - something that
needs minimal care.. w~ don't consider the
therapeuttc value of this seemingly insignificaat accessory.
Have€ you noticed that drastic image
al.tetations ate accompanied by Hte words, ''l
n:eeded a change?' Most people cannot go out
and casually change their nose or get a face
lift, so these drastic altetations are t'ls;ualiy of
the less invasive kind and are often limited to
hair cuts, color changes, o:r even chemical alteTations.
So this neecl for a change - what is it really? Change k this sense is altno.st unique,
While it is a clifferentiaticm from the norm, it,
in thls case, is usually something that we can
wntrol. So needing .a change is just a cry for
control? Maybe. What do you do when you
need a chang~, when you need coatroP You
don't cut yourself I1ke many people do.. Instead,
you color your hair. Maybe it's a slight change
- just a little bit of highlights --:- possibly some
b'lond or coppeli?
Changing your hair is easy. Wqen you're
strapped for cash thel'.e is always .a less expensive option - instead of going to afi ex;pensive
salon, head to a less for,mal chain st0re. Color
is simple, too. You can always do it ·a t home; "
though, unless you know what yo"1're doing, I
don't recommend it. Chemical alterations .s uch
as straightening or perming should really be
done by a professional, but to get the chemi.. caJJ.y altered look withcmt the chemicals, you
can always it:rvest in a hair &trai,ghtener or c.utling iron - and then your "€ontrollecl change"
is even more under your close C(')ntrol.
When the world gets out of control - like
it often can, espedruly when you're in school
- don't let the stress get to you. Don't turn to
the seemingly otttrageous enterpnse of cutting
your.self. .lnstctad, use your ha:ir. The cha£ge
wilt not be permanent, and best oJ all-itW0n't
hurt you. So cut, c0l:oi;,., chemically alter .,__
yoru; hair is proo~bi.y ,~ ~ost convenient and
1:Ul«ervalued stress .reliever~,th~t you\r.e got.
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Arts & Entertain
12/6

12/7

12/8

Night Out!
Lm,say Lohan
Speak

50 cent Mondays
at Oxygen

~
~

Diana DeGarmo
Blue Skies

Its a Fabulous
Life
OffBroadway
On Center
Series

Ludacris
Red Llght District

December 6. l004

ent Calendar. of Events
12/10

12i9

-

Thursday
Movies:A
Dickens of a .
Film
12:30- 2 p.m.
University
ParkPlaza
North

•

Oceans Twelve
Beyond the Sea
The Life Aquatic

12/11

111:

Night Out!
Escape at Oxy-

gen
Deep Dish
Featuring Sharam
&Ali at Club
I Space

1·YI00.7FM's
Jingle Ball 6
p.m.

--1

with Steve Zissou

Mario
Night Out!

Radio X's DJ
Soozin spins at
Lush
Agua at Oxygen

Night Out!
Martini

Wednesdays at
Lush, Sex and

Night Out!
Tantalizing
Tuesdays@
Oxygen

the City Dinner
Party at Oxygen

•

Blade: Trinity

Movie Openings:

Clooney, Julia Roberts, Matt Damon,
Brad Pitt, Catherine Zeta-Jones. SynAction/Adventure
. opsis: Danny Ocean, reignited flame
Blade Trinity
and the rest of a band of thieves and
con men, team up for another three
huge heists. But this time they're in
three different locations - Rome, Paris,
~
and Amsterdam. In Amsterdam, the
! J.
_,~
prize
is Rembrandt's "De Nachtwacht"
~
painting, which resides at the
AN
Rijksmuseum. Meanwhile, casino
owner, Terry Benedict, whom Ocean
Opens to audiences nationwide
and
crew ripped off in Los Angeles, is
on December 8. Cast: Wesley Snipes,
Kris Kristofferson, Ry~ Reynolds, hot on their tail, looking for revenge.
Jessica Biel, Parker Posey. Synopsis:
Comedy
For years, Blade has fought against ..
Life Aquatic
vampires in the cover of night, with
the world above unaware of the brutal ongoing war. But now, after falling into the crosshairs of the FBI, he
is forced out into the daylight, where
he is driven to join forces with a clan
of human vampire hunters he never
knew existed - The Nightstalkers.
Together with Abigail and Hannibal,
Opens in NY and LA on Dece~two deftly trained Nightstalkers,
Blade follows a trail of blood to an ber 10 and nationwide on December
ancient creature that is hunting 25. Cast: Bill Murray, Owen 'Wilson,
him ... to the original vampire, Willem Dafoe. Synopsis: Internationally famous oceanographer, Steve
Dracula.
Zissou and his crew, TeaIT.1 Zissou, set
Action/Adventure/
sail on an expedition to hunt down the
Romance/ Comedy
mysterious, elusive, possibly non-exOcean's Twelve
istent jaguar shark that killed Zissou's
partner during the documentary filming.of their latest adventure. They are
joined on their voyage by a young airline co-pilot who rpay or may not be
Zissou's son, a beautiful journalist who
is writing a profile on Zissou, and
Zissou's estranged wife and co-producer. They face overwhelming comOpens to audiences nationwide plications including pirates, kidnapon December 10. Cast: George ping, and bankruptcy.

Drama/ Musical

Beyond the Sea

mm
···r -

CD Releases

--

•

Movie
Openings
Alvin Sherman
Library .

Opens in LA on December 10,
NY on December 17 and in select cities December 29. Cast Kevin Spacey,
~te Bosworth, John Goodman, Bob
Hoskins, Brenda Blethyn. Synopsis:
Kevin Spacey directs and stars in this
film biography of singer Bobby Darin,
singer of pop hits like "Splish Splash,"
then moved on to performing jazz
standards with the_gigantic hit "Mack
the Knife."

Local Clubs: .
Chocolate Moose Music Cafe 9118
SR 84 Davie, FL 33324-4416 (954) 474-5040
Eden
2101 S. University Drive Davie, FL 33324 (954)
423-0009

LushLounge
3074 NE 33,d Ave Ft. Lauderdale, FL
(954)556-6950 www.lushsouthflorida.com

Oxygen Lounge & Sushi Bar 2911
G=d Ave Subterranean Level Streets of Mayfair
CoconutGrove,FL33133 ·
(954)476-0202
www.oxygenlounge.biz

•

Space

34NE 11 StDowntownMiami,FL33132

Stacy's Bar
4831 SW 148th Ave Davie, FL(954) 434-8032

-All programs are held in

Public Library Services,
. First Floor, unless
otherwise indicated. For
more information call
(954) 262-5477
Office Depot
Center

For ticketing or more
information contact
www.officedepotcenter.com
954-835-8499 or
www.ticketmaster.com
American
Airlines Arena

For ticketing or more
information contact the
American Airlines Arena at
www . aaarena.com
(7 68) 777-1250 or for tickets
contact Ticket Master at
www.ticketmaster.com

~

Broward
Center

For ticketing or more
information contact the
Broward Center at
www. browardcenter.or_g
or Autonation Box Ofnce
at 800-564-9539.

calendar compiled by Alaina Siminovsky ·
calendar graphics by Alisha VanHoose
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Movie Review

Finding Neverland, Finding a Lost Self
Alaina Siminovsky
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Of late, there have been many
revisions of the classic Petet Pan tale:
from Robin Williams' Hook, to a newly
released Peter Pan. A new volume in
the collection, Finding Never/and, is
based on the play, The Man Who Wqs
Peter Pan, which tells a magical story
· of the playwright James Barrie, the
. ·true Peter.
In a whimsical production that
contains the elements of both fantasy
and staunch reality, Finding Never/and
transcends the typical views of the two
worlds. Instead of two separate realities, the audience is allowed, or rather
encouraged, to see the imagined world
in the real one, just as Barrie Gohnny
Depp) does. Through his eyes, through
his interactions and experiences, the
audience is changed.
When the theater lights fade, the
viewer will be transported into a London playhouse in 1903, and there,
eventually, they will find magic. Initially, the viewer sees the nervous playwright, disappointed by a poor showing of his latest play. Nevertheless,
Barrie· finds support from Charles
Frohman (Dustin Hoffman), his producer. The failure of his play causes
him to retreat, from his wife as much
as from his failure. Though she attempted, when theywere first married,
to enter his life, she is now no more

than a silfy society woman . .. Consequently, she and Barrie differ. ·
So, off he goes,. into Neverland.
Barrie's initial escape is to a local park,
where he meets some new companions, the Davies family: Sylvia, a
widow, and her four sons. He entertains them with his imagination,
changing them, helping them after they
have suffered a great loss. Just whe.n
the audience finds comfort in the film's
merging of the reality of each moment
with the reality that Barrie portrays via
his words, this new reality is threatened by those on the outside, those
.who have ·g rown up and cannot understand.
Under the strain of these misunderstanding eyes, Barrie and the
Davies fl!fl]ily enjoy a magical sum.rper
. together. In their minds, they travel to
India; they become pirates; they become Indians. Though they are usually clad in makeshift costumes, the
film splits scenes and instead portrays
their antics in the. full splendor that
imagination allows.
These experiences become
notes in Barrie's journal and then real;
on stage, in his play, Peter Pa_n. Alas,
true tragedy strikes, and even Barrie
must grow up this · time. Yet even in
his new adulthood, he will teach the
Davies boys that ima~ation is sacred

Barrie transports the Davies family to a pirates vessel that floats on imagination.
Lett to Right: Peter Davies (Freddie -Highmore), George Davies (Nick Roud), ·
James Barrie, Jack Davies, Sylvia Davies, Michael Davies (Luke Spill). Photo
Courtesy of Miramax Films.

- through this, he also teaches all who screen, and the four boys should not
will see this masterpiece.
be forgotten as they bring to life
The perfection of every aspect Barrie's imagination. Every moment
on screen truly augments the experi- of their joys and tribulations is endearence, as the audience can truly become mg.
attached to their imagination and leave
Finding Never/and allows the
the theater for early nineteenth cen- imaginative child in each of us to retury London. With locations so vivid surface. Finding Never/and. opened in
and acting so intense, the audience · limited theaters on November 12 and ·
travels to their own Neverland. The nationwide on November 24. Direcstar-studded cast truly performs; tor: Marc Foster. Producer: Richard
Hoffman, Depp, and Kate Winslett, Gladstein and Nellie Bellflower. Diswho portrays the Davies mother, give tributor: Mirarnax Films. Rating PG.
performances that transcend the

Finding
· Never/and
Distributor:
MirAMAX FilMs
Director: MArc
Forster
Producers: nelHe
Bellflower, Rlch1rd n.

'

Gl1dstein
Rating: R
Photo Courtesy of Miramax Films.

Performing Arts Review

RENT Rocks the Stage at the Broward Center
By Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chief

On November 19, RENT took
the stage of the Broward Center for
the Performing Arts in a brilliant rush
of color and sound. As the modern
rock retelling of Puccini's opera La ·
Boheme, RENT has been a hit on and·
.off Broadway since its debut in 1996.
The current tour ·came to Ft. Lauderdale in mid-November to entertain and
inspire audiences with its modern
twist on an old tale.

Mark (Andy Meeks) and Roger
(Dan Rosenbaum) live in a run-down
old building that they used to share
with Benny (Mario Ferrell). Benny,
however, has married into money and
intends to
both the building and
the lot next door, which is host to a
large gro~p of homeless people, into

turn

-- -Please See RENT
Page 12

Andy Meeks, Marcus Paul James, and Damien DeShaun Smith in Rent.
Photo from http://www.rentthetour.com
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Update from CHIP....

{
The inevitable is about to happen on
Friday, December 17, significant construction
site expansion will begin. By the time students
return to class next semester, the new walkway path will need to be implemented because
much more of the University Center construction will be fenched off. Students and employees should be prepared to take longer routes
to get to certain places on campus and find
parking more difficult. Keep in mind that the
Athletic & Student Affairs Building and the
Library faculty staff parking lots will be .
closed. Please review .the map so you will be
familiar with the new walkways around the
construction site.
Tired of driving around aimlessly looking for parking? All students and employees _
are encouraged to use the shuttle buses to get
around· campus. On the map, you will notice
the triangle representing the "Wave & Ride"
shuttle shelters. By using the shuttles, you will
. be saving .on gas, wear and tear on your vehicles, as well as time and patience by not driving around looking for a parking space. You
will also be contributing _to saving our
country's valuable resources by being an environmentally sensitive, conscientious consumer.
Our next update will include a progress
report on construction, as well as pictures.
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For more infonnation, please visit our Web site at
wivtv.nova.edu/facilities/ or em~H facilities.@nsu,nova.edu.
Brought to you by the Office of Facilities Management

RENT
(continued from page 11)

Rent inspires and entertains audiences
with the modern rock retelling of
Puccini's opera La Bqheme
a high-tech recording studio. In the
face of evicting his former room·mates, he offers to make a deal with
them: if they can keep Mark's nowlesbian ex-girlfriend Maureen (Ava)
from staging her Christmas Eve protest of his development plans, he will
let them live above the studio, rentfree.
What unfolds on-stage in a hilarious first act is a montage of the
acrobatic dancing of Mimi (Tallia
Brinson), the drag-queen antics of
Angel (Damien DeShaun Smith), and
the eccentric performances of
Maureen and the mind-blowing
strength of Rosenbaum's voice.
The second act is a complete
turnaround, however: while the first
act passes in a single night, the sec-

ond takes a year to come full-circle
as breakups, make-ups, losses, and
celebrations take the audience on an
emotional rollercoaster.
The incredible music and
dancing were really the focal point
of the production, while the sets
were abstract and somewhat sparse.
The costumes, however, were sometimes as loud .as the actors themselves.
RENT will not be playing in
Florida again this season, but those
who live out of state and plari to go
home for the holidays can catch it
in Philadelphia December 16 - 19,
Baltimore December 22, 25, and 26,
and St. Louis January 7 - 8. If you
travel to New York, RENT can be
seen on Broadway at any time.
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Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor

Bush Coulrd Poasibly
Ch.Binge Title IX,
Wea:kening a La:w
Th,art's Never Been
Fu1ll'Y Enforced
Now that J!>re-sjdetlit l3i1!t'Sit lias. been. reelec;te~ there are som:e ~ts l!hitt lte is 10~
to tty t.o dt1rua~. Om:e of those ~l5S' is Title

L~ a law wniich .r e~~s t"'bat wom:etJ. ha,ve
equal. access tc> _partlidpatiQ1il li1 compe:tit1:ve
s,ports in -co)l¢,g;e. Po.r one, Tit;lte IX b.:as fl.ewer
realy beett etti<l'r'£'ed. N:ci soiae>'e>l lttas-evet beein:
pija.,ed lot t1011.,-,eotmlpin.ai1Ce, W!ftilll Title IX
From left to right: Carlos Chumpitaz and Lawson Kelly horsebacking through Bar-8-Ranch. Photo courtesy of Todd
Jackson

Horseback riding, ,rock climbing and
deep sea fishing make for great
recreaoonalactivioes
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Earlier this month, the Office
of Recreation and Wellness held
its fourth Adventure Series Trip of
the semester. Fifteen students and
employees from various NSU campuses were treated to a scenic
horseback ride at Bar-B-Ranch in
Davie.
Two weeks later, anoth~r
group of 15 eager participants
traveled to Key Largo for a snorkeling trip at John Pennekamp
Coral Reef State Park. The
weather was beautiful, and the students explored the coral reef for
nearly two hours, while a family of
barracudas followed along.
Throughout the upcoming
winter semester, the Office of
Recreation and Wellness will be
taking seven more Adventure Series Trips. All students, faculty,
staff, and
employees,
as well as
.
.
their spouses, are invited to join
us for any or all of these exciting
trips: airboat ride, deep sea fishing, indoor rock climbing, horseback riding, snorkeling, kayaking,
and paintballing. If you are interested_in attending, register online
at http:/ /w~.rec.nova.edu/
index.html.
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By Patrick Budion
Grdduate Assistantfor R.ecreation
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Above: Erica Shinholser, Kia Clacken, Chandrika, James Bramwell,
Kevin Gregerson, Allison Rangolan, Carlos Chumpitaz, Jermaine
Griffith, and Joel Sanderson prepare for indoor rock climbing. Below:
Sean Duffy captures his prey during Deep Sea Fishing Trip.
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Strong.First Year Builds Confidence for This
Young Team, but They're Rea_d y for All the Hard
Work Ahead of Them ,to be a Great Team
'

'

By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor

Coach John Gartin has taken the chines twice a week. In the
women's rowing team to heights no fall, we were in there someone ever imagined. In their inaugural tipies six days a week." He
year, they were fifth in the nation, and said that the way t:pey apthis year they want to take it even fur- proach things hasn't
ther. With hard work and dedication, changed any from last year,
the girls can take the team anywhere : but they are going to focus
more on the weight room.
they want.
,
Gartin is impressed with his novGartin said that the
ice boat in the fall season. "The nov- field has gotten a little bit
ice boat alone is heading in the right different this year in the
direction ... I am really happy with conference. "The field has
that."
definitely changed. FIT lost
In the fall, the girls had three re- a quite a bit of rowers begattas. Gartin said; "The first race we cause of hurricanes, behad in the fall was not our best; the cause they're going home
second race in the fours was a real solid on weekends. Barry -has
performance, and I was really happy definitely gotten faster.
with that one. Jacksonville was also a They really looked good
this
good race
for us. We
fa 11,
had solid
a n d
wins in the
i~'s go- Women~ rowing team in Jacksonville, Fl. Photo provided by John Gartin.
eights. In
ing to
be a challenge to for us that we are determined to see
-the fours
catch them, but what we can do about. I'm glad the
for the varwe can - we just teams are. really coming together. 50
sity, we lost
Ashley Amrich - Varsi!Y
have to keep on percent of our team is brand new, and
to JacksonVladlena Avila
pace with what there's nomiug but respect for every
ville by one
Luciana Bedos
we're doing. We team member. There's a lot of drive
secondBrittany Berkey
haven't
seen and will, which I'm really excited
andina20Stephanie Blair - Varsi!J
minute race, that's nothing." He also Tampa all fall, ·so we're not sure what about," said Gartin.
Katrena Bonilla - Varsi!Y
In the spring, the girls have
expressed that the last race gave the they're up to. Lynn's a big mystery; no
Mary Brylski - Varsity
team a solid idea of where they stand one knows what they're going _to do." nine scheduled regattas, and Gartin
Victoria Corbyons - Varsi!Y
Gartin is really excited about said they have a lot of hard work ahead
in the conference. In the lastrace, "our
Kristen Decker
eight was just off of Barry's, and I the new rowers on his team. With half of them. ''We have the tools, if wecan
MigJena Dzhupanova
think with a lot of hard work we can of the team being new, it is impera- apply them right to make for a great
Nicki Felluca - Varsi!)i
catch Barry's eight. We're going to rive to have confidence in them. "The season. This year we_ could give evLindsay Fletch.er
work really hard to catch them, and new rowers have added an excellent eryone a run for their money, and we're
Christy Fritch - Varsiry
they're going to work really hard to stay dimension and in our ability to com- working towards that and we want to
Nicolle Garber
pete. The returning rowers bring a lot make a run at the conference champiin front of us.
Monica Hende.rson
Now the women are in the off- of experience and drive, and both onship. There's nine regattas to have
Taylor Liput - Varsit
season, but that doesn't mean they get ' sides of those coins are really doing ·success or not," and John Gartin. It
Jennifer Moos - Varsiry
us
a
lot
of
good,"
he
said.
looks
like
he
is
prepared
for
the
best
to slack off any. Gartin said, ''We're
Cheyenne P6skey - Varsiry
"Overall the fall went real out of his team.
hitting the weight room three times a
Renee Shires
week, and we're on the rowing ma- well; we have a couple· of challenges
Marilite Vasquez,.Gon:zalez

"The .second race in
the fours was a real
solid performance,
_and I was really happy
with that one.''
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Sports Stats
2004-05 NSU Women's Basketball
Nova Southeastern Season Schedule/Results & Leaders {as of 11/27/04)
Allgames

..:.

RECORD:
OVERALL HOME
AWAY
NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES ........... (1-3)
(1-1)
(0-1) , (0-1)
CONFERENCE ..-........ · (0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
NON-CONFERENCE ...... (1-3)
(1-1)
(0-1)
(0-1)
2004~05 NSU Men's Basketball .·
~~>Va Southeastern Season Schedule/Results & Leaders (as of 11/29/04)
A:llgames

Rowing .R oster

Gam,es this Week
Women's B_~sketball

Date

Tum

12/6 , 7:00)nn
12/11 4:00pm

Opponent

Location

Florida ~outhern College
Flagler College

Home

Opponent

LeQafion

Away

Men's Basketball
Date

Titne

'
RECORD:
OVERALL HOME
AWAY
NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES., .....;... (1-2)
(0-0)
(0-1)
(1-1) _
CONFERENCE.......... (0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
NON-CONFERENCE ...... (1-2) . (0-0)
(0-1)
(1-1)

12/11 7:30pm

Florida S.outhern College

· Home

"
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Left: Melissa Guadaghino (23) pushing towards basket to set up offense. Right: Andrea
Martin (22)and Jennifer Havens (24) guarding Valley State players.· Photos courtesy of
Danielle Garcia.

NSU Women's Basketball Team Notch Their First Win in
the Second Annual NSU/Wyndham T~anksgiving Classic .
By Danielle Garcia
Sports Director, WNSU

The Women's Basketball team after battling back
triumphed over Flagler College 73 to and forth in the
67 on Friday, November 26, to record beginning, they
their first win of the 2004-2005 sea- opened up a sizeson at the George Mayer Gymnasillt1:1. . able lead. NSU.
The following evening the Knights fell weTlt on to win ·
to Saginaw Valley State University, in 73-67, . notching
a hard-fought game, 60 to 71.
their first victory
In their first game of the tour- of the season.
nament; the Knights got off to a shaky Three Knights
start. · The first ten minutes were filled scored in the
with turnovers and missed shot oppor- double figures to
- tunities resulting, at one point, in a 13- help secure the
point }ead for Flagler. After Coach victory: Christine
Katie
Rule called for a timeout in the elev- · Haber,
enth minute, the girls began to play Cloud, ana Staci
with more control. Good defense and Gaeth.
Haber
a steady flow of rested legs helped the lead the way with ·
Lady Knights demolish the lead a career high of 17
Flagler had established breaking for points, 12 of
which were scored '
half time with a score of 27 -27.
When the Knights returned to in the first half,
the court for the second half they were and nine rebounds.
communicating better and the defense Fell ow
juniors Katie Cloud ( 45), Jennifer Javens (24), and Christine Haber (32) defending basket. Photo courtesy of
did a great job rebounding and forcing . Katie Cloud and Danielle Garcia
turnovers. The Knights opened the Staci Gaeth added 13 and 10 points, would allow Saginaw Valley to cut pull the victory out. Again, NSU had
back NSU's lead. By halftime, the three Knights scoring in the double
second half in the nineteenth minute respectively.
when Jennifer Havens sunk two foul
The following day, the Knights Lady Knights and Saginaw Valley were digits: Jennifer Havens, Katie Cloud,
shots. For the entire secorid half NSU returned to the George Mayer GY1?,- tied at 32 points apiece.
and Staci Gaeth. Havens posted 12
The second half scoring was points, and Juniors Cloud and Gaeth
had the lead, but in the firial seconds nasium for their game against Saginaw
Flagler snuc~ in to tie when Flagler's Valley State University. The Knights initiated by Saginaw Valley, but twenty posted 11 and 10 points, respectively.
Brittney Garmon was fouled and sunk started off strong when in the early seconds later, Sophomore Jennifer
a pair of free throws to tie the game. nineteenth minute Junior Andrea Mar- Havens tied the game up. NSU and
In overtime, the Lady Knights tin hit a jumper for two. The Knights SVSU went back and forth until the
Please See WBB
did not want to allow Flagler the would continue stretching their lead end of the game, when SVSU had ·
Page 16
chance to go to double overtime, so . 14 to 3, but unfortunate turnovers· three short runs on the scoreboard to
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DIANA

WBB

(continued from page 9)

(continued from page 15)

Artifacts and heirlooms tell the
story of Diana's life

Womens Basketball splits tournament, Junior
Staci Gaeth named to All Tournament Team

holds his hand like a giddy young
girl and smiles that quaint smile.
Projected onto the wall was information of how the prince proposed
to his princess, how old they were,
and when and where it took place.
Then came the dress. The
ivory, silk taffeta dress that stood
atop a red carpet - the dress she
wore on her wedding day. It looked
fake, dead, and lifeless. Some remarks were made on how ugly it
actually was, and how the fabric was
not of good quality. Diana, the key
element that made the dress so
beautiful, was not only missing, but
simply is no more. Lacking such an
element, the dress was not as enchanting. Pictures of the wedding
lined the wall - the British crowds,
the queen, and the chariot that carried the newlyweds away.
Finally, we entered the fashion room. 1bis room held her outfits, her trademark skirts and tops Chanel and Dior - as well her outfits for when she visited the less developed world, ~hich were not as

attractive but held mote brilliance
than the sparkling purple and black
rhinestoned dresses of splendor.
Then it ended- not the exhibit, but her life. Elton John's
''Candle in The Wind" played
while a line of people waited to
view the good-bye drafts written
by Diana's oldest brother. A
mound of rose petals was encased
in front of a screen playing the funeral procession and the ceremonies. Beyond that room was a corner dedicated to all the farewells
from people from around the
world. Shelves and massive volumes of brown and gold-gilded
books from Japan to Florida to
Australia held songs, poems, and
goodbye letters from little girls and
men and women who adored her.
The thank you notes, stickers, and
flower petals from her lamenting
admirers served as a final farewell
to a celebrated and much loved
humanitarian.

Also in the
Second Annual
NSU /Wyndham
Thanksgiving Classic was cross-town
·rivals Barry University who demolished
their competition.
Barry won the first
game of the tournament
against
Saginaw Valley
State University 59 Andrea Martin (22) attempting a shot from the field.
to 44, and came Mechelle Jones (3) on the offense. ·Photo courtesy of
Danielle Garcia
back the second day
to beat Flagler College by 30 points, players: junior guard Nicole Denmon
84-54.
and senior guard Yashica Nesbit, who
The Classic concluded with was voted MVP.
the announcing of the All Tournament
The Lady Knights bad a good
Tearri, consisting of five athletes. showing at the Second Annual
From NSU was junior forward Staci Thanksgiving Classic,but lack of time
Gaeth. From other schools came together as a team showed with costly
.Saginaw Valley State University's Sara miscommunicatioR errors that led to
Bilunes, a sophomore guard, and turnovers. For more information on
Flagler College's freshman forward the Knights or to hear the live broadBrittaney Garmon. To round out the casts of games, log on to
All Tournament Team were two Barry nsuathletics.nova.edu .

